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If there is one book that every marketer should have in their library, it is probably Jerry Weisman's very readable book about making winning presentations. Weissman heads California-based Power Presentations, Ltd. and has worked with the likes of Scott Cook, Jeff Rykes and Tim Coogle to create presentations that wow their audience.
Weissman begins by dissecting the general methods of presentation and quickly gets to the bottom of what happened to most of them. To paraphrase Don Valentine, a well-known venture capitalist in Silicon Valley, Weissman singles out the root epidemic among the presenters: The problem is that no one knows how to tell a story. And
what's worse, no one knows that they don't know how to tell a story! In addition, according to the author, while many presentations set out to convey information, facts or features, they are not intended to convince. They do not tell the listener about the benefits that are relevant to them, and they do not sign with a clear and loud request for
action. A good presenter, Weissman writes captures the minds (listeners) at the beginning of the presentation, moves through them through all the different parts, themes and ideas, never letting go, and then puts them off on call to action. There are many other unspoyed tips and analysis in this fresh Powerpoint Bible set. Here are a few
other gems: On why and how not to overwhelm listeners with text and data in slides: The inevitable reaction of the audience to the data dump is not persuasion, but rather a horrible effect, known as MEGO: my eyes glaze over. 'Secret: The data dump should be part of your preparation, not your presentation.'On how to demonstrate the
right benefits to your audience: For people to act on anything, they should have a reason to act, and it should be their cause, not yours. Always find and learn your WIIFY (What's in it for you?) Make it easy for the audience to follow, and the audience will follow your example. Weissman provides many examples of proven tools and
techniques from his own consulting experience. When describing the importance of opening a gambit - a statement, question or story designed to attract attention at the beginning of a presentation - he discusses some of the most effective ones he has heard used. He reveals that his personal choice for an opening gambit is an analogy - a
statement that compares two seemingly unrelated items. In the introduction to the book, the author puts this technique to work on him when he compares a good leading masseur - one who does not let go until their work is done. I hope I got your attention, Weissman writes. Win' presentation differs from other books on the subject in that it
focuses entirely on the development aspect It doesn't stop so much at shipping (according to the author: When the story is right, the delivery itself tends to fall into place, almost magically so.'), and it's not so preoccupied with the features of the app (although a few chapters by the end do describe certain useful Powerpoint tools). Instead, it
serves some timeless and spot-on advice that anyone who needs to pitch their ideas, companies, services or products can use: to move their audience from point A to point B. Information can be shortened and therefore incomplete. This document/information is not and should not be considered as a substitute for legal or financial advice.
Each financial situation is different, the advice provided should be general. Please contact your financial or legal advisors for information specific to your situation. The book slowly began (a chapter about the cardinal sins of submission), refling in quite obvious points, but gradually improved, especially from chapter 3 years. Overall, I agree
with most of Weissman's thoughts on how to make good presentation beliefs (e.g., keep it simple, slides to support the presenter, use photo/graphics, carefully craft your story arc, etc.). It can be quite prescriptive (like the exact sequence and structure of the presentation), but I think that's a good thing since it prese the book was a slow
start (chapter on the cardinal sins of submission), paraphrasing pretty obvious points, but gradually improved, especially with chapter 3 years. Overall, I agree with most of Weissman's thoughts on how to make good presentation beliefs (e.g., keep it simple, slides to support the presenter, use photo/graphics, carefully craft your story arc,
etc.). It can be quite prescriptive (like the exact sequence and structure of the presentation), but I think that's a good thing since it presents a simple follow-up model. The book is dated to date (specific examples for PowerPoint are old, like most examples), but the basics are still worth it. The best part of app is B, which has checklists for all
chapters and thus makes it very easy to refer to when actually building a presentation. ... it's easier to design effective slideshow presentations with this free software. Submit ideas and arguments to convince the audience of a free alternative for Microsoft® PowerPoint - presentations visually supportive speeches and oral presentationsIn
any presentation with visual and multimedia examples of information, ideas and arguments that you present. Download Express Points Presentation software for WindowsExpress Points is a free software presentations, and we hope you enjoy so much that you'll try out more of our graphics software and business applications. Download
Free See more screenshots of the presentation and create a powerful slide presentation Intuitive user interface makes it easy to get Several presentation templates included the rapid creation of bullet points, Lists, text and titles Easy to customize and edit master slide patterns Moving, resize, rotate and edit slide elements Add audio files
and music, or record narrative for multimedia presentations Insert images, and graphic form elements Select from more than 20 slide conversions Import existing PowerPoint® .pptx presentation ABC News, 95 active voice, importance, 181 Adobe Systems, 37-38 Aha! Moment, xxi, xxvi-xxvii Analog Opening Gambit, 70, 79-80, 238
audience analysis, 27-28 Anchor Objects (continuity technique), 150-153, 240 Anecdote Opening Gambit, 70, 73-77, 237 animations. See also PowerPoint, animation options creating feature bullets, 109-110 cinematic techniques, 202 identified, 197 overdone animations, 198 speaker movements and, 212 psychological factors, 200-201
reasons to use, 199 annotations (virtual presentations), 218 Waiting space (continuity technique), 154-157, 240 Aphorism Opening Gambit, 70, 78, 238 apologetic phrases, avoiding, 178 sharing applications (virtual presentations), 218 Argument / Misconception Flow Structure, 43, 55, 238 getAbstract Summary: Get key moments from this
book in less than 10 minutes. The lessons of this excellent book should be learned and applied by all who should give presentations. In terms of audience connection and compelling technique, Abe Lincoln should have known everything here (except perhaps the details of PowerPoint). And that's good, because you don't need anything
new or fancy to give a great presentation, you just need a message and clear instructions on how to deliver it - well, here they are. The book is written purely with pop-up boxes, sample graphics and corporate examples. Anyone who ignores its powerful ground rules will not be able to present. Failure means bored audiences and leaving
them unconvincing and unwilling to hear more. It's your cure for the blues. The lack of a book is the author's tedious self-promotion, but he's an ex-TV guy, so what the hell do you expect? The bottom line, getAbstract shows that what it says you should know. Book Publisher:FT Prentice Hall Hall presenting to win pdf free download.
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